
Access Control Readers  
with Mobile Credentials
Next-gen readers with support for encrypted  
smart credentials and mobile credentials

Our new readers support encrypted smart credentials 
and mobile credentials, helping customers increase 
security and convenience. This exclusive feature enables  
users to access doors with their smartphone instead  
of carrying a badge or key fob. Using mobile credentials  
saves time, money, and frustration by eliminating the 
need to manage separate physical credentials, which 
are easier to misplace or steal.

Available in mullion, single gang, and keypad form factors,  
the readers allow businesses to support their existing 
credentials while transitioning to encrypted smart 
credentials for improved security. Expand your commercial  
customer base by offering the latest access control 
technology from Alarm.com.

Alarm.com Access Control Readers feature: 

 + Exclusive support for mobile credentials

 + Wiegand and OSDP compatibility  
(OSDP Verified from SIA)

 + Proximity credential support for legacy badges/fobs

 + Mercury and Aero Series hardware compatibility

 + MIFARE DESFire EV2* smart credential support  
for encrypted badges/fobs 

 + 30 mobile credentials included

*Only compatible with Alarm.com- and WaveLynx-branded  
EV2 smart credentials

PRO DUC T SU M MARY

Visit the Alarm.com Partner Portal to access 
marketing, installation, and support resources. 
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Alarm.com ET10  
Mullion Reader
(ADC-AC-ET10)

Alarm.com Smart Keyfob  
(25 pack)

(ADC-AC-FOB-60H8)

Alarm.com ET20  
Single Gang Reader

(ADC-AC-ET20)

Alarm.com Smart Card  
(25 pack)

(ADC-AC-CARD-50H4)

Alarm.com ET25  
Keypad Reader
(ADC-AC-ET25)

Alarm.com Smart + Proximity Card  
(25 pack)

(ADC-AC-CARD-50D4)
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Smarter Access Control now supports mobile credentials, enabling  
customers to use their smartphones to access doors instead of 
carrying a separate badge or key fob. Setup is a breeze; admins 
simply enter a user’s phone number or email to generate a credential  
invite with an embedded activation link. 

Mobile credentials are exclusively supported by Alarm.com 
access control readers.

New! Access Control Mobile Credentials


